We develop a proto-model of an off-axis reflective telescope for infrared wide-field observations based on the design of Schwarzschild-Chang type telescope. With only two mirrors, this design achieves an entrance pupil diameter of 50 mm and an effective focal length of 100 mm. We can apply this design to a mid-infrared telescope with a field of view of 8
INTRODUCTION
Since the discovery by William Herschel in 1800, infrared (IR) light has been used extensively for commercial and military purposes as well as for astronomical observations. For IR telescopes and instruments, it is difficult in general to make an optical system using refractive lens components, because they can not avoid chromatic aberration and absorption bands over a wide IR wavelength range. Additionally, refractive systems are not appropriate for big telescopes since fabrication and mount of a large-sized lens is tricky (Lee 1992) . Reflective optics does not suffer from these problems. But conventional on-axis reflective telescopes have some intrinsic deficiencies in imaging performance. Secondary mirror obstruction causes scattering, diffraction and stray light (Chang 2003 (Chang , 2006 Moretto & Kuhn 1999; Moretto et al. 2004) . Scattering has two problems: (1) enhanced photon noise due to excessive scattered light and (2) time-variable systematic noise due to a complicated point spread function (PSF) of the telescope (Kuhn & Hawley 1999; Khun & Moretto 2000) . Measurements over a very wide photometric dynamic range (e.g. astronomical observations of faint objects near bright sources such as extra-solar planet detection) are
Corresponding Author : S. Pak often limited by the characteristics of scattered light of a telescope (Moretto et al. 2004) . The secondary obstruction also imposes restrictions on a wide field of view (FOV) which requires a large-sized secondary mirror (Moretto & Kuhn 1999) .
We are developing a wide-field IR telescope for observations of diffuse interstellar medium and cosmic background radiation in the mid-IR wavelength regime. To avoid the above shortcomings of refractive optics or on-axis reflective systems, we choose an off-axis reflective telescope as an alternative solution. As shown in the following section, this off-axis design uses a small given space efficiently and can be applied to a payload on micro satellites like STSAT series or sounding rockets (Bock et al. 2006; Lee 2005 Yuk et al. 2007) . Recently, several off-axis telescope projects have been initiated; e.g. the New Off-axis 1.7 m Solar Telescope (Didkovsky et al. 2004 ) and the Advanced Technology Solar Telescope (Keil et al. 2003) .
To properly design an off-axis telescope with a wide FOV, a careful analysis of aberration characteristics is needed. There have been extensive researches on nonsymmetric optical systems (Sands 1972; Sasian 1994; Stone & Forbes 1994; Araki 2005; Nakano & Tamagawa 2005) . However, a closed form solutions for the mirror shapes and system configurations in order to maximize FOV of two-mirror off-axis optical systems became available only recently (Chang 2003; Chang & Prata 2005; Chang 2006; Chang et al. 2006) . Chang et al. showed that the dominant aberration of a confocal off-axis reflective imaging system is linear astigmatism and derived its aberration coefficient in terms of mirror shape and system configuration parameters. They proved that an off-axis two-mirror telescope can have an equivalent aberration performance to a conventional on-axis telescope by designing the system to satisfy an equation derived for the elimination of linear astigmatism.
Off-axis aspheric mirrors can be manufactured in two different ways. The traditional method is to cut a small part of conic section from a large aspheric mirror. In this method we cannot make a mirror with a high offset value. On the other hand, an off-axis aspheric mirror can be directly manufactured as an offaxis segment. In this case, there are no restrictions on the offset and the central surface of the extracted mirror can be parallel to the back surface (Lee 1992) . The fabrication of non-axially symmetric off-axis mirrors is Yang et al. 2007 ).
Another issue of an off-axis telescope is its optical alignment which has more degrees of freedom (DOF) than for an on-axis telescope. Off-axis telescopes are usually aligned using interferometers or Hartmann tests. However, since alignment tolerance for an IR telescope can be much more relaxed than for an optical telescope, the interferometer method using laser beam may not be necessary for our IR system. Thus we develop an alignment system based on a simple ray tracing method.
In this paper, we present proto-model development of an IR wide-field off-axis telescope. In Section 2, we describe the optical design and specification of our Schwarzschild-Chang type telescope. Section 3 details the fabrication, measurement and analysis of the offaxis mirror surfaces. The alignment process is described in Section 4 and results from a point source simulation and test are presented in Section 5.
SCHWARZSCHILD-CHANG OFF-AXIS TELESCOPE
The optical design of the manufactured telescope is a two-mirror off-axis wide-field system. It has a convex off-axis primary mirror and a concave off-axis secondary mirror. The design can be considered as an offaxis version of the on-axis Schwarzschild flat field anastigmat (Chang 2006; Schroeder 2000) . We first design a classical off-axis inverse Cassegrain system (Chang & Prata 2005) such that its linear astigmatism is eliminated. Then, higher-order terms of the equations describing the mirror surfaces were optimized by an optical design software to yield maximum FOV performance. Fig. 1 shows the optical layout of the telescope with appropriate parameters and coordinate systems. The optical axis ray (OAR) is the ray that passes through • both the center of the aperture stop and the telescope focus (Chang 2003) . OAR plays a similar role to the optical axis of an on-axis system. The primary and the secondary mirror coordinate systems, which are denoted by x p − y p − z p and x s − y s − z s , respectively, have their origins at the OAR's reflection points. Also, their z-axes are perpendicular to the mirror surfaces.
The distance between the primary mirror and its focus along the OAR's extension is denoted by l p . l p is negative since the focus is located behind the mirror. The secondary mirror has two foci: one is a common focus of the primary and the secondary mirrors and the other is the systems focus. The distances between the secondary mirror and the common (the system) foci along the OAR are denoted by l s and l ′ s . i 1 and i 2 are the reflection angles of the OAR at the primary and the secondary mirrors, respectively. The system parameters of the telescope are listed in Table 1 .
Aperture stop is located at the secondary mirror to limit the secondary mirror size, which is already larger than the primary mirror (see Fig. 2 ). It can be shown that ) the tangential and sagittal image planes are tilted in opposite directions from the median image plane by an angle θ t , which is given by
In general, an off-axis two-mirror telescope has nonzero linear astigmatism due to this image plane tilt. However, it is possible to eliminate linear astigmatism by properly configuring the off-axis system. It is obvious from the above equation that the tilt angle of the tangential and sagittal image planes becomes zero when the system satisfies the following equation.
One can easily confirm from Table 1 that the designed telescope satisfies Eq. (2). Hence, the telescope has zero linear astigmatism. Furthermore, since the linear astigmatism is eliminated, the image plane is perpendicular to OAR (Chang & Prata 2005; Chang et al. 2006) . The surfaces of the primary and the secondary mirrors can be represented by xy polynomial in their coordinate systems as given in Eq. (3).
The optimized polynomial coefficients of the primary and the secondary mirror surface equations are given in Table 2 . The coefficients for the terms with odd powers of x are all zero since the system is symmetric to y p -z p plane, which is also y s -z s plane. Note that the coordinate system in Chang & Prata (2005) and Chang (2006) is symmetric to y = 0 plane. In our Schwarzschild-Chang telescope design, the diameter of the secondary mirror is much bigger than the primary mirror. Since the stop is located at the secondary mirror, the primary mirror is also larger than the entrance pupil diameter (EPD). Even though this design is not appropriate for a large aperture telescope, we can apply it to a small aperture telescope with a wide FOV. The EPD of this telescope is 50 mm and the focal ratio is 2. We plan to use our telescope with a 320 × 240 microbolometer Infrared Focal Plan Array (SOFRADIR Inc.) with pixel size of 45 µm. Then we will have a FOV of 8.2
• × 6.2
• by using only two reflective mirrors (see Table 3 ). Fig. 3 shows a spot diagram and encircled energy diameter (EED) simulated with a ray tracing software, Code V * . The spot diagram, not considering the diffraction effect, shows that most of the rays are enclosed within the detector pixel and the airy disk size. The airy disk size of the Schwarzschild-Chang type wide-field off-axis telescope is 49 µm at 10 µm wavelength. The EED includes the diffraction effect and 80 % EED at each fields are minimum 39 µm, maximum 44 µm (see Fig. 3 ). Modulate transfer function (MTF) results from Code V include the diffraction effect. MTF of our off-axis telescope is expected to be higher than 70 % at the resolution limit of 11 cycle/mm, which is defined by the detector pixel size (see Fig. 4 ). * Code V is the optical design and simulation software by Optical Research Associates. 
FABRICATION OF OFF-AXIS MIRRORS

Machining of Off-Axis Surfaces
The off-axis mirrors were made from aluminum (Al6061-T6). To minimize the machining time, we fabricate spherical mirrors first, which have differences of less than 0.2 mm from the designed surface shapes. Then, we fabricate the off-axis mirrors using a diamond turning machine (DTM), Freeform 700A (Precitech Inc.), which is a 5-axis control ultra precision DTM. We control three axes and aerostatic spindle to rotate a mirror, an x-axis linear servo floating on a hydrostatic bearing to laterally move the spindle together with the mirror, and a z-axis linear hydrostatic servo to translate the diamond tool for generating a depth profile ). Rotation of the c-axis (spindle) is controlled in a low speed of about 50 RPM so that we can control the three axes to synchronize the spin of C-axis and position of the diamond bite (see Fig. 5 ). The paper discussing details of the mechanical structure of the mirrors and the fabrication processes is in preparation.
Measurement of Mirror Surfaces
Surface roughness of the fabricated off-axis mirrors ( .
Thus we expect scattering loss on each fabricated mirror surface to be less than 1 % at the IR wavelengths. Form accuracy of the off-axis mirrors was measured in peak-to-valley (P-V) and RMS values which are the differences between the designed surface function and the fabricated mirror shape. Since P-V values are easily influenced by vibration, scratch, or mote, RMS value are usually used to estimate quality of fabricated mirrors (Kim 2003) . The form accuracy was measured using an ultra-high accurate 3-D profilometer (UA3P, Panasonic Corp.) which uses an atomic force probe (AFP). UA3P makes AFP approach to the territory where repulsive atomic force is generated against the measurement surface and always keeps the atomic force constant. As a result, UA3P can measure the object without concerning about reflectance of the measurement surface (Tsutsumi et al. 2005) .
The form accuracy of the primary mirror is 0.87 µm P-V and 0.19 µm RMS, and that of the secondary mirror is 3.1 µm P-V and 0.72 µm RMS. A total optical path difference (OPD) is defined as root sum square (RSS) of RMS errors from different mirrors (Juergens 2005) and is calculated to be 0.74 µm for our mirrors.
Since a typically acceptable OPD should be less than 0.07λ, an OPD criterion for our optical system would be 0.70 µm at 10 µm wavelength (Born & Wolf 1980; Smith 2000) .
We use IDL † to fit a surface function of Eq. 3 to the fabricated mirror surface. We measure 108635 and 385318 point data from the primary and secondary mirrors. Figures 7 & 8 compare the designed mirror shapes and the fitted functions. Although the fitted mirror surfaces are off by hundreds of nanometers from the designed shapes along the periphery, the central parts agree well with each other. We apply derived surface functions to the Schwarzschild-Chang off-axis telescope using Code V. When we use fitted function of the primary mirror, 80 % EED at each fields are minimum 39 µm, maximum 45 µm and 75 µm, 79 µm for the secondary mirror and, if we apply both mirrors, 80 % EED at each fields are minimum 86 µm and maximum 89 µm.
Tolerance Analysis
An off-axis system has more optical parameters than those of a typical on-axis reflecting system. Instead of a realistic Monte-Carlo tolerance analysis, we have checked an individual sensitivity of each optical parameter as the first order approach to the analysis. Since the encircled energy analysis by Code V takes into account both aberrations and the diffraction effect, we use the 80 % EED as a practical performance measure in our tolerance analysis. Assuming a Nyquist pixel sampling, we set 90 µm for the maximum allowable limit of the 80 % EED. We compensate image quality using the back focal length (BFL) which is the distance along the z-axis between the secondary mirror and the image plane.
We first estimate the manufacturing tolerance from our surface measurement results in section 3.2. And the alignment sensitivities were carried out for despace, decenter and tilt (see Fig. 9 ). Despace is defined as a displacement along the z-axis of the secondary mirror toward or away from the primary mirror. Decenter is defined as an error in position of the secondary mirror along the x-or y-axis. We do not consider z-axis for decenter which is eliminated by the compensator. For both mirrors, α-, β-and γ-tilts are defined as rotations around x-, y-and z-axes, respectively (Schroeder 2000) . Table 4 shows the sensitivity analysis results, assuming that only single sensitivity parameter is perturbed while others are fixed.
In order to derive the effective tolerance ranges, we use the quadrature sum of the individual sensitivity. Assuming that the tolerance merit, M, is a linear function of the parameters like a Individual sensitivity limits for the 80 % EED. b Size of the maximum 80 % EED which is changed by tolerance (in ideal case, maximum 80 % EED size is 44 µm). c Compensator is the BFL.
d Sensitivities for the 80 % EED divided by the limit. e 3σ values corresponding to the allowed ranges to the tolerance parameters.
f Form surface accuracy of mirrors in RMS.
where M is the merit, and c i is the sensitivity of a tolerance parameter x i . We can also assume that each parameter is a random Gaussian variable with zero mean and non-zero variance. The variance of M is given by
Considering a tolerance criteria (
is smaller than dM/3. Assuming that each tolerance parameter contributes equally to the effective tolerance ranges, we derive 3σ values correspond to the minimum-maximum values of the allowed ranges of the tolerance parameters (see Table 4 ).
ALIGNMENT OF THE OFF-AXIS TELE-SCOPE
Building of an Alignment System
Off-axis telescopes are difficult to align because primary and secondary mirrors do not share the same optical axis and there is γ-tilt which does not exist in on-axis telescopes. Our optical design, however, has advantage that the OAR is perpendicular to the focal plane. To align the Schwarzschild-Chang type off-axis telescope, we use a laser diode (632.8 nm) for a ray tracing method. All parallel incident rays which trace the optical path of the telescope are predicted to be focused on a single point regardless of the incidence positions of the rays.
The alignment was conducted on an optical table installed with alignment tools such as a stop with 5 holes, a primary mirror and a secondary mirror blocks with central holes, and a flat mirror (see Fig. 10 ). The mirror blocks, made from 5 mm thickness plates, have central 1 mm holes for the incident rays. For the reflected ray, the primary block has an off-center 20 mm hole. The reflected ray on the secondary mirror is off from the block plate. These blocks are fabricated using a machining center with machining errors less than 10 µm. These blocks are attached at 22.54 mm and 15.55 mm in front of the primary and secondary mirror surfaces respectively.
The initial calibration of the stage position is very important. So we first calibrate the gage of the stages using a height gage (Tesa micro-hite 600, TESA Technology Ltd.). And we have made very accurate mount base blocks. The machining errors are less than 10 µm. The mount base blocks are assembled between mirror mounts and optical table. Using the mount base blocks, mirror mount stages are assembled accurately at the optical table.
After calibrating stage and their positions, the two telescope mirrors and the flat mirror at the focal plane are assembled on the mounting stages. For each mirror and mount, we used four pins to minimize assembly Since the Code V coordinate system always assumes that the z-axis follows the optical axis, we define that the z-axis always aligns with the optical axis. Note that this x-yz coordinate definition is different from xp − yp − zp and xs − ys − zs in Section 2.
errors of tilt and decenter (see Fig. 11 ). The stages for primary, secondary and flat mirrors can adjust x-, y-and z-axis positions. Furthermore primary and secondary mirror mounts can change α-and β-tilt of the mirror. We made a parallel incident ray reach the center of the primary mirror by adjusting tilt and translation of the laser. We set two pin holes in 600 mm range. The parallelism of the incident ray is given by
where △x is a residual error of the primary mirror and L 1 is the distance from the stop to the mirror block of the primary mirror (see Fig. 10 ). Since the size of the hole which is located in front of primary mirror is 1 mm, we expect that the pointing accuracy by eyes would be better than 1/3 of the hole size. The assumption of 0.3 mm would be acceptable within a factor of 2, and the assumed values are mostly smaller than the tolerance values in Table 4 . Thus, the parallelism of the incident ray is guaranteed less than 1.7 ′ when △x is less than 0.3 mm. Since the ray from the laser diode is not an ideal point source, (about 2 mm Gaussian shape), we set a pin hole with 1 mm in diameter in front of the laser source. Since the distance between the secondary mirror black and the focal plane is 240 mm, the divergence of the laser image on the flat mirror would be insignificant. Top image is a picture of the system; (1) the light source (laser diode), (2) the stop, (3) the primary mirror, (4) the secondary mirror, and (5) the flat mirror at the focal plane. The stop is fixed on the optical table. The mirror blocks are attached to the primary and secondary mirror stages and move together with mirrors. Bottom image is an illustration describing alignment accuracy expressed by Eq. (7). 
Ray Tracing Method for Alignment
The flowchart in Fig. 12 shows the ray tracing method we use for the alignment. As has been described in Section 4.1, we first adjust x, y, and z positions of the mirror mounting stages and regulate their α and β tilting angles. Then we remove the stop and the primary and the secondary mirror blocks. After that, we shift position of the laser to ± x and y directions and make sure that the focus does not move (see Fig. 13 ). As shown in Fig. 14, we use a stop with 5 holes to increase the optical path length (OPL) further, since the accuracy of a ray tracing method is directly proportional to the OPL. The incident ray through the positive y hole on the stop is reflected by the flat mirror at the focal plane and is returned back to the negative y hole at the stop. This ensures that the system is properly aligned, since the system is designed to have zero linear astigmatism and an off-axis optical system of which the linear astigmatism is eliminated has an axially symmetric property around the optical axis ray (Chang & Prata 2005) .
POINT IMAGE TEST
We made a point object using a laser diode and an optical jumper cord. Wavelength of the laser is 632.8 nm. We use the connecting tip of a typical optical jumper cord as the point source. The diameter of the core is 7 µm and numerical aperture is about 0.1. The source is located 1250 mm in front of the primary mirror. The flat mirror at the focal plane is replaced with a testing detector, a 3K × 2K CCD with 3.5 µm pixels (Lumenera Corp.).
We performed a Code V simulation by applying the same testing condition to the optical design. The surface functions derived from the fabricated mirrors (Fig. 7) were used to modify the Code V design to be more realistic. Predicted 80 % EED of the image of a point object is 86 µm and its RMS size is 119 µm (see Fig. 15 ). Compared to this, measured size of the real point source image (Fig. 16 ) generated by our manufactured telescope is about 100 µm. We conclude that the prediction and the testing result are consistent with each other in order of magnitudes.
SUMMARY
We have developed an off-axis reflective telescope for wide-field IR observations. The process and results of this project are summarized as follows.
1. The optical design is based on the SchwarzschildChang type telescope. Since the diameter of the secondary mirror is much larger than the EPD, this design is not appropriate for a large aperture telescope. Instead we can apply it to a small aperture telescope with a wide FOV. The EPD of the telescope is 50 mm and the FOV is 8.2
• with the focal ratio of 2. We have performed tolerance analysis using EED as a performance measure and picked out sensitive parts in the optical alignment.
2. The off-axis mirrors were fabricated directly from aluminum plates using DTM at Korea Basic Science Institute (KBSI). Surface roughness of the mirrors is about 4 nm (Ra). Form accuracy of the primary and secondary mirrors is 0.19 µm and 0.72 µm in RMS, respectively. 3. The measured data of the fabricated mirror surfaces were analyzed to fit surface functions. The derived surface functions were compared with the optical model. 4. We have accomplished alignment of the twomirror off-axis telescope using a ray tracing method. The accuracy of our alignment system is about 1.7 ′ and it is small enough compared to the alignment tolerances.
5. We have done a point image test using the aligned system. The quality of the obtained image is consistent with the prediction by the simulation.
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